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(e, e') from the giant dipole resonance (GDH) in OCe verifies the macroscopic model
by Myers et al. , while ruling out the Steinwedel-Jensen model and, to a lesser extent,
the Goldhaber-Teller model. This result leadsto discrepancies between (n, o.') and
(e, e') concerning the existence of a giant-monopole (breathing-mode) state, particularly
if one considers the independent verification of the Meyers et al. model by the experi-
mental & ' energy dependence of the GDH.
The question of which model correctly describes
the giant dipole resonance (GDR) has existed
since its discovery and explanation as a collec-
tive oscillation of the protons against the neu-
trons. Historically, the first model was pro-
posed by Migdal, ' resulting in the value 24'. ' '
x (pZ/A)"' MeV for the center of gravity of the
nuclear dipole strength, with P the coefficient of
the symmetry term P(N —Z)'/A in the Bethe-
Weizsacker mass formula. Later, the work by
Goldhaber and Teller (GT) which assumed the
GDR to be caused by the oscillation of a separate
neutron and proton liquid, each within a fixed
boundary, yielded a 33A' ' law for the excitation
energy. ' Steinwedel and Jensen's (SJ) modeP
(actually the extension of a second model pro-
posed in Ref. 2), by assuming a neutron-proton
oscillation within one fixed boundary, in contrast
gives 80A "' for the energy dependence. It is
known from experiment that the GDR resonance
energy, if one insists on a law with a single pow-
er of A, is better described' by A '".
In addition to leading to different predictions
for the resonance energy, GT and SJ models re-
sult in distinctly diff er ent transition char ge den-
sities, namely p«(r) =C dp, (r)/dr and p„ l(r)
=Cslj,(2.08'/c)po(r), with c the half-density
radius, j, the first spherical Bessel function,
and p, the ground-state charge distribution. Al-
though there have been numerous generalizations
of the GT model, ' only recently a more detailed
approach, ' based on the Myers and Swiatecki
droplet model, ' has been tried. This model'
(called MS in the following) reproduces the A '"
law mentioned earlier and leads to a transition
charge density which contains elements of both
GT and SJ models:
CMS
p MS [pGT(r)+psJ(r)]
The coefficient a. is determined through the drop-
let model and is a function of A.
To test these various models, we have chosen
"'Ce (actually natural Ce, which contains 89%
'
'Ce) because the low-momentum-transfer re-
gion has been measured precisely earlier' and,
secondly, of all nuclei investigated so far, it
exhibits one of the most favorable ratios of sepa-
ration between the known resonances of various
multipolarities relative to their respective widths, ,
thus allowing a relatively clear separation by a
line-shape fit. To avoid difficulties with the
known strong transverse contributions to the
GDR, ' we have restricted our measurements to
angles smaller than 105 . Electrons from the
120-MeV linac of the Naval Postgraduate School
were scattered from self-supporting foils of Ce
with a thickness of 126 mg /em'. Inelastic cross
sections were measured relative to the elastic
ones, thus eliminating systematic uncertainties
from solid-angle determination, target thickness,
current integration, etc. The inelastic cross
sections were determined by a line-shape fit, '
whereby special care was taken to use the (y, n)
line shape, "corrected for the different momen-
tum-transfer dependence of e, e')."
Figure 1 shows the result of the line-shape fit
for a measurement at 90. Unlike our earlier
procedure, ' various background forms (Sbg) were
tried. The most simple one, which described
the region from 5 to 50 MeV excitation energy
satisfactorily, was Sb&(E&) =P, +P2/Ft + radia-
tion tail (for nomenclature and more details of
the line-shape fits see section III. A of Ref. 9).
Figure 2 shows the result for the GDR at 15.3
MeV with the inclusion of 93' data points extract-
ed from the spectra of Ref. 8, which have been
re-evaluated with our improved fitting program.
The errors correspond to 2 times the statistical
error from evaluation of the error matrix in the
g fit because this was approximately the uncer-
tainty in area determination arising from the use
of different functions for the background, differ-
ing parameters for neighboring lines, etc. The
curves in Fig. 2 correspond to the models indi-
cated, which, however, were not fitted to our
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FIG. 2. Comparison between the experimental cross
section divided by the Mott cross section [called form
factor (squared) in the text] and DWBA calculations
[S. T. Tuan et a/. , Nucl. Instrum, Methods 60, 70
(1968)] as a function of momentum transfer. Since the
data were taken at four different energies (150 MeV,
98", 65 MeV, 98", 80 MeV, 90; 92 MeV, 90 and 105'),
form factors were constructed from separate calcula-
tions at the correct momentum transfer for each ener-
gy and connected by a smooth curve. Other methods
presenting (e,e') data in this case are possible, but
ours has the advantage of not manipulating the experi-
mental points.




data but were normalized to B(E1, q=0) =43 fm'
calculated from Ref. 10 using Eq. (9) of Ref. 11.
FIG. 1. Spectrum of 92.1-MeV electrons scattered
inelastically from ~ Ce at 90', The spectra with and
without the background are shown together so that the
difference between the two may be seen. The reso-
nances which were used for fitting the spectrum and
the background as described in the text are drawn.
The "ghost peak" is subtracted from the lower graph.
The spectrum was taken and fitted with 10 data points
per MeV. For graphical purposes the number of points
for the spectrum was reduced by a factor of 4. The
fitting range was 4-46 MeV. The statistical error is
shown on selected points. While the upper part has not
been corrected for the constant dispersion of the mag-
netic spectrometer and thus shows the data points as
measured, the subtracted spectrum has been correct-
ed in order to show the cross sections of the resonances
in their true relation. While lower states (ghost peak)
and higher resonances (background sensitivity due to
failure of the calculated radiation tail to account for
the measured one above 20 MeV) have rather large un-
certainties (up to 50~/0), the region between 10 and 20
MeV turned out to be very insensitive to the choice of
the background function. Details of the principles of
the analysis can be found in Ref. 9.
We would like to mention that the corrections for
the contribution of the isovector E2 at 25 MeV
to the (y, n) cross section" and the correction
for the finite momentum transfer in (y, n), B(El,
q=@)=B(E1, q=0)[l —O. lq'R„']', both close to
5'~/0, cancel approximately. The parameter for
the MS model, cy, was fitted to our data, while
keeping the B value of 43 fm', and found to be
0.74+0.04, thus corresponding to the droplet-
model solution of Ref. 6.
As evident from Fig. 2, the SJ model clearly
does not describe the GDR, because its associat-
ed form factor is larger than the data. While we
interpret our measurement as evidence for the
essential correctness of the MS model, thus rul-
ing out the GT model as well, this interpretation
could be questioned, because an underlying state
of different multipolarity might produce the differ-
ence between our data and the GT model.
Such a state indeed has already been proposed
in the form of a monopole (breathing-mode) giant
resonance by Marty et al. ," the most convincing
evidence to date coming from very forward-angle
(&5 ) (n, o. ') scattering by Youngblood ef af."
Figure 3 shows an analysis along this line by
showing the difference between our experimental
points and the GT model along with a distorted-
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FIG. 3. The data points are identical to the difference
between the cross section under the 15.B-MeV (El)
resonance and a DWBA calculation based on the GT
model and normalized to {y,n) results (lowest curve in
Fig. 2). Comparison with a monopole DWBA calculation
shows that this difference is compatible with the pres-
ence of 45% of the EO EWSB. Reasons against such an
interpretation are given in the text.
wave Born-approximation monopole calculation.
With this method (45 + 15)% of the EO energy-
weighted sum rule (EWSR) (isoscalar) is exhaust-
ed.
However, the reproduction of the A '" law by
the MS model is independent evidence for its
validity, which consequently rules out the Gold-
haber- Teller model unambiguously and, there-
fore, casts doubt on the monopole assignment of
the structure seen at 80A '~' MeV in inelastic
hadron scattering. "'" Use of the MS model in-
stead of the GT model would, in conjunction with
the photon point known from (y, n) measurements,
eliminate most or all of the monopole strength
claimed in (e, e')." " Since the mechanism of
both EO and E1 excitation in inelastic scattering
is best understood for the electron, and 100%
EWSR, as proposed in Ref. 13, must be visible
in (e, e ), it is our feeling that the mechanism for
excitation of the GDR by e scattering should be
seriously investigated beyond the known argument
that the T= 0 e particle does not excite the AT = 1
GDR. In nuclei with a large neutron excess this
argument is obviously not true; in self-conjugate
nuclei it has been shown with n capture that gen-
eral conclusions about isospin selection rules
can be quite wrong in specific cases. "
In summary, we believe that this measurement
constitutes the first experiment where the E1
form factor was measured over a large enough
range of momentum transfer at forward angles
and with sufficient statistical accuracy to decide
experimentally between various form factors.
Still, since our conclusions are strongly based
on the A dependence of the GDR, a breathing
mode with similar properties as proposed by Refs.
12 and 13 may exist in heavy nuclei. However,
since its location at 80A 'h MeV leads to serious
discrepancies between hadron scattering and mea-
surements based on electromagnetic interaction
(this includes the photon work), more work for a
deeper understanding of the excitation mechanism
leading to El (and EO) giant resona. nces in hadron
scattering, as well as more electron scattering
data, is needed.
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